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KABOOM! The sound you hear is that of the field of energy evaluation exploding onto the scene. Over
the past two decades, this field of endeavor has grown from virtually nothing to a thriving area of applied
research and evaluation. In a time of almost mind-boggling expansion and evolution, the intent of this
paper is to step back for a moment, take stock of where we are, and offer some thoughts on where we
are headed.

The paper itself is organized into three main components: (1) the "Purposes" (functions and arenas where
evaluation is being applied); (2) the "Practice" (key challenges pertaining to the implementation of
evaluation/measurement methodologies); and (3) the "Profession VI (issues facing the practitioners of
evaluation as the profession evolves). In each section, some assessment of the current state of affairs is
"""lll.J!.'w.n.""'loolt-, followed some prognostications future directions and challenges.

The reader should be advised that this is not an exhaustive review, nor is it a "nuts and bolts"
metbo,aOIO~:les paper written for evaluators only. (Some other fine sources for that type of content are
iden.tified in the the purpose of this paper is to identify some key issues and challenges

the and to spur constructive their solution -- a dialogue to be joined
both evaluators and those who use evaluation information.

Introduction

On the other hand, the importance of the subject area
demands that we not retreat from the task $ The United
States (and indeed the world) is facing an economic and
environmental imperative to improve the efficiency with
which energy is useiL Evaluation stands to play an
indispensable role in meeting that challenge, performing
such functions as: (1) identifying promising technolo
gies and intervention approaches; (2) evaluating and
documenting the effectiveness of measures and programs
which are implemented; and (3) suggesting practical and
cost-effective ways in which such implementation could be
improved. It is probably no exaggeration to say that the
quality of the contribution by energy researchers and
evaluators over the next decade could have a major
influence on the quality of life on this planet!

Given the breadth, difficulty, and importance of the
subject matter at hand, it is hard for the authors not to be
humble. This suggests the appropriateness of a caveat to
the reader that this paper cannot, and does not, cover all
subjects and concerns that could rightfully be included in
such a documenL Constraints of space and time not only
necessitated a selection of some issues among many, but

es!)eclaHlv when
about the future. If -

an assessment of the "future directions 11 of
evg:!J.uatl~()n, nIl:J>1r'1"n~I!:""Il'n·~nr·a measurement, and behavior with

to energy in is a
task. This IS so not because it involves

prt~l,~unl,g the future as is
U.81Jf..l.8l.VU.U.. h but also because those areas encompass
such a wide range of and issues. .,.,., ......'IJIIIJ ... '.....,

the fact that an enormous amount of has been
covered in these areas over the 15 years, we fmd
ourselves with far more than answers.

there is still much to not about how to
evaluate programs, but also about such funda-
mental as: "How do use energy?";
~fHow do in the field?"; and "How
can decision makers be influenced to and correctly
use efficient each of those

dozens of specific "researchable
of which could themselves be the topic
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decade.

also an abbreviated treatment of those issues that were
selected.. We trust that the reader will accept these
limitations and be sympathetic to the primary purposes of
this paper: to focus attention on some key issues and
trends in the evaluation field, to spur debate, and to
facilitate constructive responses to the challenges we face ..

Before proceeding to the topical content, it may be helpful
to address two items pertaining to the format of this
paper.. The first item relates to defining the focus .. In order
to establish some workable parameters around this
somewhat amorphous subject area, this paper is built upon
the following operational assumption: "performance
measurement" and "behavior Vf are elements incorporated
within the overall umbrella of "evaluation" .. This is by no
means intended to imply second-order status to the former
topics, but seemed to be the most logical mechanism by
which we could avoid the need to write three separate
papers within one paper. The practical significance of this
assumption is principally that the term "evaluation" is
often used to broadly represent activities that encompass
nQo"ll~t"A11"'1l"'II"a.'lo"t"·J:l> measurement and behavioral researche

The second item relates to the structure. This
paper is COlrnDlose~ of three main (1) a consid-
eration of the functions and arenas of application of
evaluation (2) an analysis of key issues
involved in the of evaluation methodolo-

some discussion of the
of energy evaluation

Under §i the paper with a sketch of
the historical of energy program evaluation,

to a discussion of the current audiences and
purposes of evaluation. This sets the for an
assessment of some in the role and
aplDl1(~atllon of DSM evaluation over the remainder of this

In the section on evaluation U a brief overview is
first of the range of approaches

emlnl()VE~d in DSM evaluation. Ten quick
prt~dH~h()ns are offered future developments in
the of those methods" This material provides a
foundation from which the paper proceeds to identify and
discuss in more detail seven key evaluation issues
Cl1~111e:ng]ln2 DSM evaluators.

the paper concludes with a section addressing the
"Profession If of DSM where some emerging
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issues confronting this rapidly growing profession are
briefly addressede

of Evaluation: Users and
Functions

Background

Energy program evaluation is several years older than the
phrase, "Demand Side Management If Based on an
analytic approach that was developed in the 1930's for
agricultural programs and expanded during the 1960's to
cover social programs, program evaluation was adapted to
energy programs in the late 1970's.. The early efforts were
directed at Carter-era Federal programs, such as the State
Energy Conservation Program (SEep) and the Energy
Extension Service. These beginning efforts tended to be

hoc evaluations, which, over time have become more
organized and inclusive Hirst 1989, for a good
historical perspective)e

Early utility conservation programs were sufficiently
tangential to core concerns of utilities that engineering
paradigms, so dominant in utilities, did not end up
directing the earliest program evaluation efforts.. Instead,
the evaluations were often delegated to utility marketing
departments -- not surprising given the lack of considera
tion of conservation as a ff real t1 resource -- where social
science evaluation paradigms were better established.. Yet,
to this day, there has been a tension in utility evaluations
between engineering approaches that seemed natural for
the measurement of efficiency changes, and the social
science paradigm that is better suited for measuring the
organizational and behavioral aspects of program imple
mentation. Since measures have to be delivered by a
program in order to save a utility energy, and operated. by
consumers, we have recognized that we cannot look at the
effects of measures in isolatione

The original purpose of program evaluation was to see if
a program effect could be detected.. Simply seeking to
determine if the early programs produced statistically
significant results was considered a challenge when the
programs were enlphasizing information and education ..
As conservation programs became more substantial,
offering incentives for physical improvements in
efficiency, the evaluation emphasis became measuring the
size of the effect, and estimating its apparent cost
effectiveness. Today, with large amounts of utility
investment and DSM seen as part of a utility's resource
portfolio, the evaluation emphasis has become developing
more precise and reliable estimates of the exact size and
timing of the resource and capturing the full costSe



The field of DSM evaluation has evolved over the last
15 years to meet, and, indeed, to establish, its current
purposes.. There were several important developments.
Perhaps the first was the shift in focus from considering
survey results as data for measuring energy impacts to the
use of billing data.

It didn't take long for the practitioners to move from
before-and-after studies of program participants to quasi
experimental designs with comparison groups (optimis
tically caned "control groups") to allow attribution of
program effects.

By the late 1980's some utilities were beginning to
consider evaluation as an integral part of good program
management, and process evaluations began to be accepted
as crucial for understanding the results of programs.

The need to measure coincident peak and load shape
impacts resulted in more specialized metering, and
brought load researchers into evaluation. Now, program
evaluation has grown in scope and size, and planners,
engineers, and interested stakeholders have joined the
dialogue with evaluators.

As important as the early government interest was in
evaluation, the field only dramatically expanded when

utilities got involved. Their interest in evaluation
first evolved as they recognized that DSM programs were
important customer service vehicles, and they needed to
know if they were providing good service. With the
recognition of DSM as an energy resource alternative,
there developed an interest in impact measurement

it was the decision of many state regulatory
bodies to grant shareholder incentives based on measured
program results that has provided evaluation with its
current of March 1992, 21 states were

incentive (Conservation Law
of these incentive mechanisms

v-\.;~::>cn]~ane et aL (1991).]

The goals and uses of evaluation have grown with the size
of the DSM budgets and the importance of the results. Yet
it is difficult to define the current situation and how it
relates to the future. In some states, evaluators are still

to establish the need for evaluations; in other states,
decision makers are making requests of evaluators for
Dre~ClS.lon and breadth which are not consistently achiev
able. Because the sophistication of DSM evaluation will
follow the growth in importance of the DSM resource, the
current. state of the art or science of evaluation can be
rer~re~)entea by the most sophisticated needs which it is

currently fulfilling. The current situation is one in which
DSM is regarded as a resource, and one in which the
results of the evaluations have real monetary impacts on
utilities. Without these drivers, the odds are great that
evaluation would have remained a tangential effort in most
states, if it was considered at all.

Audiences

Although the extent of implementation varies among
utilities, the primary users of evaluation are currently
utility program managers, program planners, forecasters,
regulators, intervenors/collaborative parties, and utility
management. In addition, however, the public is becoming
more interested as large amounts of ratepayer money are
being invested, both in programs and in shareholder
incentives. Government, too, is becoming an interested
party again, as the US DOE has increased attention to
evaluation and the EPA has become responsible for pro
viding pollution credits for successful, and evaluated,
DSM programs (leading to the attempt to develop national
evaluation/measurement guidelines by Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory). It is these diverse audiences that will guide
the role and purposes of evaluation in the future, not the
evaluators.

Currently, evaluation can be seen to have a few core
purposes: description and characterization; measurement;
and optimization of the programs.

Description and characterization involve: the operation of
a program; the market reached and the market that
remains; the interaction of the DSM measures with
behavior; the DSM resource that remains to be captured;
and why the program results occurred as they did.

Measurement includes: measurement of energy savings
attributable to the program; measurement of demand
impacts, including coincident peak load reductions;
measurement of utility and societal costs; and
measurement of persistence of savings.

Evaluations are also expected to provide the basis for
optimizing programs. They do this by identifying: bottle
necks in program operation; problems in program goals,
especially if they are not shared throughout the utility; the
things in programs that worked weB; barriers to partici
pation; barriers to persistence of savings; and measures
that may not be performing as well as expected.

f'T;j'CtIC8" and Profession of DSM Evaluation:.. ".. - 7.. 3



Future Challenges

The near-term future purposes and practices of evaluation
will be driven by the need to stretch to meet additional
needs, and to meet current ones better. These challenges
are set by the new audiences for evaluation. They are
asking for sophistication and accuracy and, at the same
time, the audiences (managers, implementors, and regu
lators) are seeking transparent, less expensive, and more
standardized evaluations. Although these are seemingly
contradictory directions, they are each important trends in
the demands being placed on evaluators.

Ironically, evaluators have to some extent been "hoisted
upon their own t-test. It After years of trying to sell the
usefulness of evaluation and its scientific nature,
evaluators may have oversold the field. Now regulators
are expecting rocket science in the study of phenomena
very dependent on the behavior of multitudes of people.
As discussed later (in the section on "Evaluation In
Practice"), the difficulties of establishing a baseline, or
what would have happened without the program, is partly
an art. Nevertheless, energy program evaluation, with the
exuberance of a new area of study, will be trying to adapt
to meet the demands of its audiences and the challenges of
the future. In terms of the uses of evaluation, some of
these key challenges include: (1) adapting to new areas of
application; (2) developing the flexibility to achieve
congruence with planning; and (3) accomplishing greater
integration with other disciplines.

Adapting to New ApplicationslO One of the challenging
aspects to the field of evaluation has been the way that the
questions always seem to stay ahead of the techniques for
answering them., The users of evaluation are already
starting to ask new questions that are difficult to answer.
These include the impact of DSM programs on

the transmission and distribution needs of the utility. This
is not a question like, "what general value can we give to
DSM for reduced line losses or reduced maintenance?~'

Rather, the issue is site-specific effects on the carrying
capacity of a particular feeder as a result of the reliable
impacts of specific DSM programs or measures. In 1992,
it was the highest rated new evaluation priority for the
DSM Taskforce of the Electric Power Research Institute.

Another area in which we are only seeing the first ques
tions is on the persistence of DSM measures. Persistence
is a key to the reliability of the DSM resource necessary
to displace or defer future generating plants, and
persistence, as expressed as effective measure life, is
essential to the cost-effectiveness of many measures.
Without measuring and verifying persistence, of both
energy savings and coincident peak impacts, the real cost
of the resource can be dramatically understated. Without
this type of emphasis, DSM planners may be forced to
face the skepticism of some utility planners who have
been heard to say: "First you defined it as the lowest cost
resource, and therefore you can pay any price to get it. I'

(The persistence issue will be addressed in greater detail
later in this paper.)

A third new area is developing for evaluatorse This is
called "verificatione" As summarized in Table 1, verifica
tion differs from traditional evaluation in several ways.
The standards which determine how verification is done
are much more contractual than they are academic. There
is a strong emphasis on transparency, rather than sophis
tication of methods. There is a need for closure (time to
get paid) even if a more precise answer could come from
more time and effort. In addition, verification requires the
type of trust that comes from collaborative or joint over
sight of the process. The evaluator is no longer the judge
of how to do the evaluation, but someone who carries out
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Congruence with verification
would require more structure, and contractually deter
mined output will be quite specific, there is a also a need
for a more flexible aspect to evaluation" In addition to
producing designs and products that are complete, the
evaluation function in a utility may involve more ad hoc
research to support the planning function in a
Planners depend heavily on assumptions about market
behavior, measure perfonnance, pre-existing conditions,
and the state of current practice in new construction. They
need to know how valid each of their assumptions are in
order to improve their planning" In away, a fun blown
evaluation is overkill; bottom line results are not
informative. Planners need to know specifics.. With the
concentration of resources and skins in evaluation groups,
they have been increasingly to fiB a basic
research role within utilities.

they must be the conscience of the This role win
grow for evaluators, and they will have to make some
adjustments in their way of thinking.

This expanded responsibility includes standard measure-
ment issues such as savings and costs, and can
expand into transmission and distribution and
persistence of savings, all of which are assumed in the
models. Evaluations will become less focused on
results and reports, and more interested in model
that is, rather than simply saying that the weren't
what was expected by the planning models for shower
heads or residential lighting, evaluations win be eXl)ectea
to say that the pre-existing conditions in the
resource planning nlodels were incorrect. The 1J.i \..'-\..I.I1~AI.';)~AJ...llJ;

flow for the average shower may have been 3 per
minute, not 4 gallons per minute as assumed; or the resi
dential light was on for only two hours a
over 5 bulbs per home, instead of 4 hours per
bulb. This type of research has a broader scope
traditional but the results win not

the why's of what happened, the
program, and eliminate ineffective measures, but can also
be directly translated into the planning models.

The recent
growth in the importance of evaluation has the
recognition of DSM as a resource and the of
regulatory incentives. This has pressure on utilities to
re-direct staff resources toward evaluation. It is common
for market researchers, planners, load researchers, and
others within utilities to find themselves on an evaluation
team. Together with the needs, identified for
coordination with program design and
through responsibilities for validating and
dealing with verification, evaluators are no an

a pre-approved plan--and sometimes a party to the negotia
tion of that plan.

Another emerging area for verification activity is in regard
to contracts with third party DSM providers.
Among the diversity of ways in which the DSM resource
can be delivered is through third party implementors,
whether not-for-profit, or more usually, for profit These
third parties are increasingly demanding the right to
compete with utilities for the right to develop and deliver
the DSM resource, just as third parties are beginning to
achieve the right to compete with the utility to build and
operate generation facilities. A key concept is that they
claim to only want to be paid for the actual savings
achieveiL They a double challenge to evaluators:
they are demanding that evaluators rigorously evaluate
utility programs so that the utility is not credited for

with less evidence for results than they are; and
methods for contractually measuring the

for their own projects that someone in the utility
must agree will do the job--called verification planso

One common area of application for verification is in
connection with measurement of program results to satisfy
regulators who grant shareholder incentives. The key
assets of timeliness and transparency are very important in
this situation. (A similar circumstance is likely to apply to
the Environmental Protection Agency, which will grant
clean air emissions credits to utilities.)

bv,alU.a[C~rs, with their of the complexity of
measurement issues from their experience in trying to
measure DSM are the likely people to review the
verification This role wiH become
~"Mr'1l·n.nli"'i'Q1nt as utilities with constraints, in terms
of numbers and and under pressure to open up
DSM resource to will allow third

to their programs more frequently in the
future.. Yet some contracts of this have turned

dls:aplDOJlntJUeJots for because non-eva!ualors
sometimes make the decisions on the quality and

of the verification. It can be said that some third
finns made a not because they were very good

but because were good at
verification that were generous to

themselves"

Whether in third contracts or to
ImlDle]meJrlt an evaluation plan approved by utility regu-

evaluators will want to set up a verification scheme
that ensures an objective count, a "fair count,19 and care
must be taken to independent measurement They will
have the to maintain the integrity and
Cre~aH)lH'ty of the verifications. While working for utilities,
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isolated group. They are central to the design and
implementation of DSM.

As resources have been concentrated in evaluation, evalu
ators are beginning to serve a role as coordinators of basic
program research. They not only can coordinate some
R&D within the utility, but with outside parties as welL
For example, through cooperative metering projects, joint
evaluations, and research into current practice for motors
and new commercial construction, evaluators in New
England have been pooling their resources for the last few
years. In the Pacific Northwest, public and investor-owned
utilities have joined together to develop evaluation
methods for new commercial construction programs. In .
California, the California Conservation Inventory Group
(composed of utilities, state government, and various
interested parties) is conducting cooperative research on a
variety of issue areas. A similar group (the Wisconsin
Center for Demand-Side Research) exists in Wisconsin.
A.Il.JI,Jl.....,,,.,.~ji;,JU!. their shared research interests, and with sensi
tivity to the cost of evaluations, evaluators have begun to
work collaboratively.. (See Misuriello and Hopkins 1992,
for a recent report identifying a number of topic areas
with good for cooperative reseal'en,.

To to this new evaluators have at least
one additional -- they need to learn to better
communicate their results to these other interested parties
and the wider audiences for their work outside the

Evaluators can no longer assume that they are always
writing for other evaluators. Buzz words, which help
simplify concepts for evaluators in the field, serve to
confuse others and can appear to be adding an artificial
level of complexity,. More than ever before, with so much
riding on the evaluations, evaluators need to take the time
to clarify, simplify, and interpret results for aU relevant
audiences.

Evaluation in Practice: Challenges
and pp rtunities

Introduction

In addition to the expanding purposes and areas of appli
cation discussed above, many important methodological
and implementation issues also face the evaluation field.
DSM evaluation is a profession that has not yet matured.
While the art, science, and practice of evaluation have aU
improved substantially in the last few years, there are still
many challenges to address,.

Perhaps the greatest challenge is 'presented by the fact
at its core, evaluation is attempting to measure the

unmeasurable. Impact evaluations compare what happened
to program participants to what would have happened to
the participants if the program had not existed (Figure 1).
While the changes in consumption and demand for

Consumption

or

Demand

Before tJartlcl~)ati(,n

o

------ 1:-- ---------- -~

~::~~) N-e~ -r
Savings

After Participation

Year

2

Without Program

With Program

3

1~ Illustration of Gross and Net Savings (Hirst and Reed 1991)



Engineering In this method, program
are estimated based on generally-accepted engineering
calculations and models$ The engineering estimates may
be developed using simple algorithms or detailed computer
models. Engineering estimates are conceptually straight
forward, relatively quick and easy to develop, replicable
(if the same methods and assumptions are used), and
inexpensive$ Perhaps their greatest advantage is that
can be developed in a timely manner.
engineering estimates are often inaccurate (Nadel and
Keating 1991), mainly because are based on unvali
dated assumptions and do not properly account for
customer behavior. Not only are estimates
often inaccurate, but they also tend to be biased towards
overestimating While detailed simulation models
can provide greater accuracy than calculations, the
models are time-consunung and more expensive to use,
and the degree of accuracy achieved on the skills
and experience of the modeler.

sampling methods, and analysis or estimation methods.
For example, a billing analysis may use a pre/post design
with a comparison group (quasi-experimental design),
customer billing data (data source), a random sample of
participants and non-participants (sampling method), and
mean-per-unit estimation (analysis method). It is important
to think of evaluation approaches this way when designing
an evaluation to ensure that all methodological options are
explored, choices are not limited to what is most common
or most familiar, and the most appropriate methods (or
combinations of methods) are selected.

More accurate estimates calculations or
simulation models) generally result when site-specific
information is used for inputs rather than default data or
assumptions. However, since many engineering models
were intended for building design, some do not accept
measured data easily. Further, there is no current
a2J"eeJneJlt among on how to calibrate or tune
engineering models using measured data.

Engineering methods are most useful for impact account
ing, evaluating new construction programs,
coincident peak load savings using measured energy
savings and load shape information, and developing
estimates for use in statistical models$

Billing/Statistical Billing/statistical ~n~BD"ClC

approaches include many methods from simple pre/post
billing analysis to complex regression models. Billing
analysis methods estimate program impacts based on
energy consumption data contained in the customer
systeln. Billing generally compares consumption
data before and after participation in the program for a

Still, many useful tools have been developed for pursuing
evaluation objectives. The next section focuses on the
current practice of DSM evaluation. Common evaluation
approaches and methods are summarized, and current
trends and future directions in approaches are discussed.
This is followed by a discussion of seven key issues facing
evaluators and decision makers, including: (1) the role of
behavior in evaluation, (2) net and gross energy savings,
(3) estimating coincident peak load savings and load shape
impacts, (4) persistence of savings, (5) limits to measure
ment, (6) dealing with uncertainty, and (7) the role of
process evaluation.

participants (gross savings) can be measured directly, the
savings attributable to the utility program (net savings) can
only be inferred by comparing measured changes for par
ticipants to an estimate of a baseline describing what
would have happened to participants without the program. I

The estimation of accurate and appropriate baselines is a
fundamental challenge facing evaluators today. (This
challenge is a component of several of the key issues
discussed later in this paper.)

urrent

There are many approaches to evaluating DSM programs.
No one approach is perfect or preferred for aU evaluation
tasks$ The choice of which evaluation approach to use
depends on the type of program, the evaluation goals and
objectives, the specific research questions to be addressed

the evaluation, the needs and desires of decision
makers regarding the accuracy and timeliness of results,
and the resources available to conduct the evaluation.

and impact evaluations may (and often
do) use different approaches and methods. The selection
of an evaluation approach also depends on whether
the evaluation is measuring the effect of a program or the

of and whether net or gross
.............. .,,""'lIo ..... are evaluated.

The most common evaluation approaches can be
as billing/statistical

surveys, and site visits. Process
evaluations use of program inter-

focus groups, and surveys. These evaluation
are summarized below. The approaches are

discussed in detail in a handbook produced by Oak
National Laboratories (Hirst and Reed 1991), and in

a two-volume report produced by the Electric Power
Research Institute (Violette et ale 1991)$

Note that these evaluation approaches occur within a
process that combines experimental designs quasi
experimental designs), data collection methods or sources,

"b'AH •• ifif"_Ir:;~ and Profession of DSM Eva!uation:"Q" - 7,,7



and load shape impacts. There are several types of
metering methods, including end-use whole-
facility metering, short-duration and spot
metering.

End-use metering uses multi-channel metering equipment
that records data at frequent intervals to measure the
energy consumption of specific end-uses or devices .. End
use metering has the major advantage of providing an
accurate, high-resolution measurement focused on the end-
use (or end-uses) of interest. In since end-use
metered data is differentiated time period, it can be
used to estimate coincident peak load reductions and load
shape impacts.. The main disadvantage of end-use meter
ing is its cost, generally ranging from $2,000 to over
$20,000 per facility, which limits the number of sites that
can be metered (Michaels, and Schon Eto
et aL 1990). Also, there are limits to end-use
metering such as customer approval and collection
of pre-participation data, since must
be installed before data collection can

End-use is most useful for evaluation of gross
energy and coincident peak load savings than net

since end-use is installed in non-
participating facilities), evaluation one
is interested in the gross change in due to a
particular data for statistical ".JI1t"Il".:li~"'C',::llC'

and cOlnbination approaches, addressing research
issues such as estimating interactive effects, and
utili ty where the costs can be
spread across several utilities.

Three improvements would make end-use more
appropriate on a wider scale: (1) reduction in
costs due to in equipment or
..................... ,,"-... &JD-, pr()ceau:res and processes (e.g., data
collection and analysis, less intrusive
[neters that would ease installation and reduce customer
VVI""',",Il.I'\..1.IA.;)'l as well as reduce potential testing bias; and (3)
procedures for identifying participating customers early so
that meters could be installed and sufficient pre
participation data could be collecte(t In addition, end-use
metering would need to be used in
facilities before it gains wide acceptance as a method for
estimating net impacts. Advances in metering technology
(particularly advances in electronics and signal processing)
and procedures are underway to meet these challenges.
These advances will be applied to aU types of metering:
end-use, whole-facility, short and spot rtI"lIA::Jot,::ll~lnO'

sample of participants (treatment group) and non
participants (comparison group). Many billing analysis
methods normalize consumption data to account for
changes due to weather, such as in the PRISM model
(Pels 1986), and other factors such as business
modifications, energy prices, or general economic
conditions..

Conditional Demand Analysis is one type of regression
model that uses data on appliances and existing end-uses
to estimate or savings one can be
estimated on the model used) (Parti and Parti

Parti and Conditional Demand
models total as the sum of the

COIlsumt:~tloln of each or end-use. As it
uses customer and survey data as

Some billing/statistical analyses use multivariate regression
techniques, often in two-stage or pooled time-series cross
sectional models. These regression models can be used to:
(1) increase precision by explaining some of the variability
in consumption and savings due to other factors such as
weather, economic factors, or customer attitudes; (2)
increase precision and inform engineering estimates by
using engineering estimates as independent variables in the
regression equation; (3) adjust for free riders and self-
selection (4) estimate savings by measure type; and
(5) other associations between savings and other
variables ..

tillUn2/s~tatlsUCa! ~n~II'\'ClC is most useful for net
from the program. Its main

a(n{anlta~~e is that it both the and
behavioral effects of the program on customers' consump-
tion.. The main of is that it

and in customers' con-
SUInplt101[1'l1 some of which are due to other factors besides
the prograrn.. l1herefore is limited to
programs where the due to the program are

that can be discerned from in con-
SUIJilPtlon due to other factors DSM programs fit

While some models are
to control for in due to

other these models are often limited by the ability
to obtain data , on business modifications, customer
attitudes and for comparison
group facilities.. Because is relatively

it is often done even if other methods are

l1>r8<::ll,ra1r"·.n .... O_'ll"'~r\,onl,..aC' use direct measurements

COI1SU:OlptlOJO') oeman(]~ and other to
coincident load rediuctlo.ns ..

Whole-facility uses
measure the energy consumption of an entire
rather than the consumption of an individual end-use or
device. Evaluation activities sometimes can be coordinated
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Site visits are used to gather information on-site via
facility inspections and customer surveyss Information
from site visits can be used for many purposes, including

and improving tracking data, informing
engineering estimates, supporting billing/statistical
analyses, improving program design, observing program
staff and contractors, assessing program comprehensive
ness, evaluating the effectiveness of technical aspects of
the program, and measure persistence" Site
visits can also be combined with other data coUection
methods such as

f}D,rO,~cn:es~ The combination of multIple
methods in an evaluation is a trend in
evaluation. The goal of many of the combination
approaches is to increase precision reduce
sample size for a level of VA \.""".I'::~.IV.R.1tJ

some of the variability in consumption or savings Uu·oU,1?h

the use of available information. Using methods
and data sources allows an evaluation to use available
information in an effective and cost-efficient mannero

The main of whole-facility metering are that it
collects time-differentiated data that can be used to
estimate coincident peak load savings, is less expensive
than end-use metering ($500 to $3,000 per facility), and
can be installed without the knowledge or consent of the
customer (Michaels, Hoffman, and Schon 1991). Whole-

can be used to estimate net program
impacts if installed in both participating and non
palrtlC:lP~lt1l112 facilities, since the meter captures all of the
changes in consumption due to the program (including

and behavioral effects). It has the same
dls;aa'VarJtta{!e as analysis in that the data includes all
cn:an~!es in consumption or demand, not just those due to
the program, thereby whole-facility metering to

programs. Also, whole-facility metering
does not focus on the measure or end-use of

end-use can be estimated
of the total load.

with load research activities to take advantage of the
whole-facility data provided by load research recorders.

uses data from one method as
another method. the information as may

some of the variance of savings, thereby increas-
Two of information

are summarized belowe

l.L~.ID!ill!lLQ!! involves the results of more than
one method used to estinlate program impactse The results
of each method are cOlnpared to the results of the other
methods to into the and reliability of
each estimateG is sometimes used to compare
different estilnates of free rider ratios from customer
surveys, trade surveys, and modelsG

There are several O'il"'ll1<.... ,..r.,o,.. Srtcs.C" for methods--
three are summarized here
1991).

Stratified ratio estimation is an approach that combines
estimates with other evaluation approaches

(such as or billing analyses) to obtain
IJA ",,·vA..:lAV.U through the use of two and estimation
techniques--stratification and ratio estimation (Northeast
Utilities 199 Both of these increase precision
by using available information (e.ge, consumption/ft or
engineering estimates) to explain some of the variation in
consumption or savings for the population. Ratio estima
tion generally obtains a more precise estimate of a
population quantity (such as average energy savings) by
calculating the ratio between the measured and the
en"gUJleerlng estimates of for a and

and short-duration 1l"'r."'llot"a...-lrIln measure in
values either or over short time periods.
These of can be very useful for measuring

1I1110'B"YOrlr.a. on affected "'AI.'''''1l.lf,&,.....:l'~ ....... '..... 6 ....,... 11- .. "".""

and t"reQu~~n(~v of use. These data can be used in
en1nn~ee:r:ln1! methods and statistical Some short-

meters can time-di fferentiated
measurements that can be used to estimate coincident
load reductions and demand The main ad'varlta1l!eS
of and short-duration are that
measure of are -r~I<:lt1,,~lllcl lIleX,pe]nSlVe~

are easy to use and and can be coordinated with
other evaluation activities such as site visits and surveys.

are data collection
information from customers

trade
program and other individuals involved in the
program. These methods are often used in process evalua
tions where progralTI administration and
Illilma2elment, AAA~U• .Il:"-'lVll.§'Jl£Jt;:" HnpIE~in(~ntatllon,and are
assessed. surveys can be
conducted.

"'n~'iC.~"I.l'" can also be used in evaluation.
can be used to assess customer attitudes and actions,
collect data on factors that influence customers' decisions
t.o in a program, estimate schedules and

and collect data on that effect
occupancy, usage, facility

business additional measure

and Profession of DSM Evaluation"",,,,,, - ],,9



this ratio to adjust the engineering estimates of the entire
population.

evaluations. Two examples of this integration are the use
of site visits and surveys in technical process evaluations,
and the use of customer surveys to collect data for both
process and impact evaluations.

The Future~ Ten key predictions can be made about the
future of evaluation approaches.. First, many evaluations
win use multiple methods in combination approaches to
enhance cost-effectiveness, increase precision, and reduce
uncertainty. Second, the use of metering will increase,
especially as costs drop and as less intrusive equipment
becomes available.. In the near future, spot, short
duration, and whole-facility metering win be used much
more frequently. Third, more data on customers,
including custoluer opinions, attitudes, actions, and
decisions will be used in impact evaluation.. Fourth,
simple before/after billing analysis will become routine.
Fifth, billing data will be used more commonly with
information on customer decisions and actions in
multivariate statistical Inodels to develop more accurate
estimates of net program impacts by developing better
estimates of the baseline (what would have happened in
the absence of the program). Sixth, site visits will be used
much more frequently to collect and verify data, assess
the effectiveness of technical aspects of the program, and
identify why were achieved (or not achieved).
Seventh, evaluation will be integrated with other customer
analysis activities such as market research and load
research. Eighth, techniques and experience from other
disciplines will make contributions to improving DSM
evaluation approaches. Behavioral science and market
research experience may make the largest contributions.
Ninth, more effective methods will be developed to
conduct multi-year studies and evaluate the persistence of
savings. And tenth, process and impact evaluation
approaches and methods will become more coordinated
and integrated.

The evaluation community is faced with a number of
critical issues that are currently being addressed and some
that will need to be addressed in the near future (Table 2).
While there are many important issues listed in Table 2
(and other issues could surely be added to this list), space
limitations caused us to focus on seven issues that we
believe are of particular importance. These issues are: (1)
the role of behavior in evaluation, (2) net and gross
energy savings, (3) estimating coincident peak load
savings and load shape impacts, (4) persistence of savings,
(5) limits to measurement, (6) dealing with uncertainty,
and (7) the role of process evaluation.

increase in
and process

One trend in evaluation that win
the future is the of

Statistically Adjusted Engineering (SAE) estimates IS an
approach that combines engineering estimates with
statistical analysis using billing or metering data. SAE can
be used to estimate the accuracy of engineering estimates
by using the engineering estimates in a regression equation
rather than dummy variables. SAE approaches can also be
used to disaggregate whole facility metered data into
individual end-uses. Both of these applications may be
appropriate for DSM evaluation.

Process evaluation methods are used to coHect information
from individuals involved in the program such as
customers and
trade The information can be
collected or mail ~

Bayesian methods use a systematic approach to update and
adapt prior information based on additional information
from a new evaluation (Violette 1991, Violette et at
1991). Prior information on savings could come from
engineering estimates, previous studies, or expert
lU(h!e~mt~nt and be used for inputs to a Bayesian estimation
framework.

Surveys, focus groups,
and the analysis of program

infornlation are process evaluations to assess
program administration and manage-
ment, and program
These methods are a~so used to attitudes and
actions of customers and trade and for rtQolh;;~-rrY'l1'n1Y'i'"

customer satisfaction with the program.

Saine of the 111"1t'11·nn'l"foinf advances in process evaluation are
not in the basic methods but in how the
lnethods are For technical process
evaluations use site visits and surveys to assess the
technical of a program, such as measure selection

the level of quality of
program and measure and the
abilities of progranl staff and contractors. Technical
process evaluations are also conducted as of impact
evaluations to were achieved (or not

Often or low savings (or
that vary are identified

site visits. This infortnation is used to
additional opportunities for savings and to

1nlnr()Ve the technical of the program.
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------
Behavioral

variables an both and
process evaluation. Some reasons for this include: (1)
programs are conducted individuals within
or~~an]lza1tl0rlS that have their own internal that
may affect overall of a progranl ,the

between top management and middle and
lower the capability and inclination of field
staff re~~ar~dlnlll the use of new software tools in selecting

measures and customers, etc.)
(2) the adoption and diffusion of

..... Al4A'-'JlI.''''-'A&''''' J measures is dependent on key behavioral
, customer aversion to risk, sociodemo

of participants, maturity of the marketplace)
and Williams 1979; Claxton et al. 1981; Sharma

1983); (3) the performance of energy measures

is not on the technical of a
measure, but also, and rhaps more

importantly, on how the measure is used and maintained
(Vine 1992); and (4) the modeling of energy use in
buildings relies on the use of key variables representing
important behavioral elements , thermostat settings
and appliance/equipment usage) (Vine et aL 1982;
Gladhart and Weihl 1990).

In the very early years of energy program
there was a fair amount of social science research applied
to the behavioral aspects of energy efficiency (e.g., see
Stern and Gardner 1981; Yates and Aronson 1983). Since
the mid 1980s, however, (and particularly since
DSM incentives have beCOlne popular) there has been a

emphasis on evaluation and technical

The H-#11.rru~~~ and Profession of DSM Evaluation:o"o - 7o 11



Net Gross Gross savings are the Cn~l11gleS

in annual energy use and peak demand experienced by
participants in the utility's program. In contrast, net
savings are typically the savings that can be directly
attributed to a utility program. In other words, net savings
are the difference between gross savings and the in
consumption and demand that participants would have
achieved had the prograln not existed" Nonprogram
savings (or energy increases) reflect customer responses to
changes in electricity and fossil-fuel prices, changes in
economic activity or personal income, introduction of new
electricity-using technologies, and other nonprogram
factors. Estimation of nonprogram savings typically
requires a comparison group to what program
participants would have done without the program"
Nonparticipating customers that are eligible for the
program are often used as a comparison; sometimes,

data for are used as a
and Reed

The Future$ Social science researchers should be poised
to expect a renaissance in behavioral research. As
increasingly sophisticated modeling techniques are
developed and perfected, accurate and reliable behavioral
inputs will be of increasing value. Even more importantly,
as the flood of impact evaluations which have been
initiated in the last couple years begin to produce
results--results which will undoubtedly be discrepant from
predictions/expectations--there will be a clamor to l'U'·~.VH"1IP

information to "explain" those results. Research regarding
the "human dimension U will be a crucial aspect of the
necessary response ..

Although behavioral research still remains
underemphasized in the DSM evaluation arena, the
situation is changing ..

5.. How heterogeneous is behavior? (Important for
designing samples and determining baselines)"

that social
are central to a

issues. Some

program affect
for net

self-selection free riders and free
cream and the rebound

measurement and engineering methodologies.. Although
some have articulated the need to integrate behavioral
research into energy evaluation (e.. g .. , Lutzenhiser 1990)
and some very interesting behavioral research has
continued (witness the papers in the Human Dimensions
panel from the 1990 ACEEE conference), most emphasis
has tended to center on the technical/engineering aspects ..

Increasingly, however, the realization is growing that it is
necessary to integrate important behavioral variables into
impact evaluation methodologies .. For example, in a recent
comparison of engineering estimates of gross savings to
impact evaluations of net savings, Nadel and Keating
(1991) found percentage differences between the two
estimates in the following types of programs: residential
retrOfitS; residential appliances and equipment; residential

and commercial retrofit. Where engi
estimates and impact evaluations differed, a

number of common explanations emerged, including the
(1) wrong assumptions in the engineering

, over-estimating lighting system operating
fftakeback" effects for some measures (air

conditioner rebates in moderate climates, low-flow
and residential compact fluorescents) were

not modeled in the (3) quality
control measure installation,

and than
of conservation measures by

customers will lower the net
attributable to a 1n1"£'\(ll"r4Jlt'rl

At this
science
number of critical
include the :rOljlO\i\lln~Q':

Because the purpose of an impact evaluation is to measure
changes in energy use (for both participants and nonpar
ticipants), a baseline must be identified from which a
change can be measured or estimated.. Determining this
baseline is a critical step, but fraught with difficulties. In
fact, many of the estimation problems associated with
impact evaluation are related to the selection of an
appropriate baseline .. Three key problems associated with
this selection are: self-selection bias, free riders, and free
drivers.

energyuse

of building
baseline and

for measured

baselines
measures? for

and of and for
..n1',.n"'ll<:~Mr,n measured and estinlated savings);

2. I-low do

3. What is

4. I-Iow reliable IS the infonnation supplied
consumers? for baselines and
.f"'n1lnln,Qlnno measured and estimated savings);
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Self-Selection Bias and Free Riders~ Self-selection bias
occurs when program participation is voluntary: systematic
differences may occur between program nonparticipants,
who either chose not to participate or were unaware of the
program, and participants. Free riders are defined as those
participants in a conservation program that would have
installed energy conservation measures even if there had
been no program. Customer surveys of different types of
utility programs report free rider fractions ranging from
20 to 80 %. Utilities need to minimize the effect of free
riders if they do not wish to pay for some DSM actions
that would have been installed without the program.
Furthermore, utilities need to measure this effect if they
wish to distinguish between gross savings and net savings.
Because free riders represent a cost to the program but
offer no direct benefits in return, DSM programs that are
highly successful from a gross savings perspective may
prove to be less attractive when free riders are considered.
Accordingly, the accurate measurement of free ridership is
a significant issue for evaluators and program managers of
DSM programs $

If free ridership is viewed as a subset of self-selection
bias, then the most appropriate procedures for addressing
self-selection may not allow the analyst to separately

the of free riders of the
broader self-selection bias (Violette et aL 1991). The pros
and cons of various data analysis methods for estimating
the of DSM programs on energy consumption with

to these issues are discussed by Violette et aL
and the various for free riders

marketplace data" comparison groups, and
statistical are discussed Saxonis (1991). This is
not a theoretical in some states
are the estimation of free-rider effects.

Finally, program designs can be improved to reduce the
impact of free ridership: (1) require preinstallation
inspections to ensure that potential participants do not
have the efficient equipment promoted in the program; (2)
encourage the use of very efficient (advanced technology)
equipment; and (3) target customer groups with,
historically" low free rider rates ,low-income
households and small commercial and industrial
customers).

Free Drivers$ A free driver contributes to the of the
program (e.ge, reduced energy consumption) but is not
formally a program participant (Saxonis 1991)e A free
driver is affected by the program either a
conscious awareness of the program or because of
program-induced in the a
customer who purchases a product that for a
rebate but does not claim the rebate, or a builder who
constructs a home to program standards but does not
choose to in the nr()2:ramJ.

Free drivers are more likely to be a significant or()bl1em
for programs that have been in existence for several years
and have achieved high participation levels. Research on
free drivers is but three are available
to address this issue use a historical
baseline from the years of the program. use
survey methods to determine whether have
changed their energy use as a result of the program and to
determine (via trade ally if the market for
the DSM actions prolnoted by the program has moved in
such a way that nonparticipants are And
use a set of outside the area
in which the program is and compare the distri-
bution of efficiencies for prograln-sponsored measures in
the area with those in the area.

The Futureo In the evaluation activities win focus
on the issues. as progranl evaluations
continue to on measured evaluators win be
asked to combine and measured data for
calculating gross and net energy savings. Most likely,
future program savings will reflect of eOjgroloolr
ing and measured data. more attention win be
devoted to the calculation of net energy savings
savings caused by the program), leading to the allocation
of more resources to social science (behavioral) research.
Third, obtaining a good control group and good baseline
data and calculating free riders and free drivers win
continue to plague evaluators and will lead to the use of
new methods and new of methods $

Fourth, as more program evaluations are conducted,
comparing and results and methodologies
across programs, utility service states, and

to address (1) free
net progralTI and (3) types of

of aP1Dl1~m(~e or market delivery
In addition to a

rel:aU()nSJUlP with manufacturers
data can be obtained
data as a

The measurement of free riders can be enhanced with
survey data fronl market studies and
~n~~n,~~,~nn groups, and can

market
_1t"r<."t.r'Ia. sales

in a program.
of a nonparticipating with

similar characteristics to the test market is a practical and
efficient for analyzing free riderse Finally, a
number of techniques are available for evaluat-

self-selection bias and free riders Violette et aL
but few studies have used these new techniques.
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countries, and over time, will need to be facilitated. The
national database on energy efficiency programs (DEEP),
focusing on measured results from program evaluations,
will assist the evaluation community in this matter (Vine
1992c). Fifth, clearer defmitions of what is included in
"net savings" or "net benefits" will be needed. In
particular, the question of how (or whether) to account for
the benefits due to market transformation resulting from
utility DSM programs needs to be addressed. Finally, the
inherent difficulty of the task of precisely measuring
concepts such as self-selection bias, free riders, and free
drivers will force evaluators to be more modest in their
claims and their audiences to be more realistic in their
expectations.

l£Sll1mm1J~1l Coincident Load Savings and
pe I",pacts0 Most impact evaluations have concen

trated on estimating energy savings. More attention needs
to be paid to estimating coincident peak load savings (kW
or peak: day therms), especially where the benefits of
DSM programs include substantial avoided capacity. In
addition, infonnation on the impact of the DSM programs
and technologies on load shapes is needed to determine the
value of the savings (where time-differentiated impacts are

and to develop more effective and better
t~'f"~"T~t;::l>rt programs. This information is also important for
resource pialnn.1nj~.

In coincident peak load savings IS

more difficult and than energy savings,
especially where analysis is used to estimate energy
,...".,. .., Two of information are needed to estimate
coincident (1) in connected load,
AV';'Ulll.JU.&J;;;. in a need to know both pre- and post-installation
connected and (2) the coincidence of the load with
the time of peak hour for electric

for gas For some dual~

must be estimated for both the
summer Measurement

on some form of to collect the
necessary data. The techniques to measure
coincident load reduction can also be used to
estimate other of demand such as load

cna!l11!~~s In customer demand.

Several for coincident peak load
load and customer demand savings

are summarized below. These approaches are listed
in the order of cost, and of increasing

accuracy.

1. methods are the
most common and least costly method used -- but also
the least accurate. The accuracy of engineering

7,. 14 - Kushler et al.

estimates can be improved by using better load shape
data for the particular utility system, by calibrating the
estimates using energy savings data, and by develop
ing better engineering methods based on measured
data.

2~ Site visits and short-duration, time-differentiated
metering. These methods can collect more accurate
data for use as inputs to engineering methods. For
exanlple, site visits can be used to collect more
accurate data on operating schedules, time
differentiated metering (light loggers) can measure
operating hours and coincidence with system peak,
and spot metering can measure the connected load (or
change in connected load). To be most accurate, these
measurements should be made both before and after
installation.

3. Whole-facility metering can
measure coincident peak load savings and load shape
impacts at the facility level. If installed in comparison
facili ties (e.g., for future participants or as part of
load research) it can also provide an estimate of net
peak savings. Statistically Adjusted Engineering (SAE)
can be used with load shape data to statistically
disaggregate whole-facility data into individual end
uses where the change is large enough and is not
confounded by coUinearity or other problems.

4. End-use metering can measure
coincident peak load savings and load shape impacts
at the end-use leveL To be most useful, the metering
equipment should be installed before participation in
the prograln to ensure the collection of pre
participation data--this can be a barrier in many
programs. Metered end-use data for non-participants
will also be necessary to estimate net peak load
savings.

The Future.. As DSM becomes more of a resource, and
overall program impacts increase, accurate estimates of
coincident peak load savings and load shape impacts win
become very important. All of the approaches summarized
above will be used more frequently in the near future--the
question is how can they be applied in each program most
effectively and efficiently. Metering methods win have a
large role, and spot, short-duration, and whole-facility
metering will make substantial contributions, especially in
smaller facilities or in smaller programs where funding
for evaluation is lower. As less expensive and less
intrusive metering equipment becomes available due to
advances in electronics, and as more effective data
collection and analysis procedures are developed, 'n"I!t:J>t~.,..,~n"

approaches will become routine.



Improved engineering methods and better load shape data
will also be needed in the near future. While there should
be (and needs to be) improvement in the accuracy of the
data, some have suggested that engineering estimates and
measured data will actually converge over time. Since it is
unlikely that estimates from engineering methods and
measurement approaches will converge to the degree
desired (even if they are routinely calibrated), and since
technologies, programs, and customer attitudes and actions
are always changing, some form of measured data will be
necessary well into the future.

Persistence of Savings<> The persistence of energy and
demand savings is an important issue to many stake
holders: e.g., building owners, architects and engineers,
utility program managers and evaluators, regulators, utility
shareholders, resource planners, forecasters, researchers,
and consumers. For instance, resource planners need to
know if the energy saved through energy efficiency
programs will offset generating resources (i.e., is it
reliable and durable?), and utility shareholders need to
know if financial incentives (based on measured energy
savings) received from their utility's investment in energy
efficiency measures will continue. The rewarding of
financial incentives for utility investment in energy
,Qi"t"1~16::lh1l"!!f"'il measures makes it even more imperative to use
cre~H>!e~ defensible measure-life data in cost-effectiveness

DSM planning, and program impact evaluation.

In a recent study of research opportunities to improve
DSM impact estimates, the persistence of energy savings
was noted as probably the single, largest, unanswered
question in demand-side management (MisurieUo and
Hopkins 1992). Until recently, persistence was assumed to
be relatively constant, and most analyses of persistence
relied on engineering estimates of measure life and
judgement (with adequate justification). For example,
most planners assumed that knowing the physical life of a
measure installed was sufficient to determine persistence:
i.e., first-year savings continued for the life of the
measure (e.g., 20 years). Recently, this assumption has
been challenged as the issue of persistence has gained
more prolninence in the evaluation of energy efficiency
programs. In fact, the limited empirical research
conducted so far (see below) raises questions about the
validity of using manufacturer's claims for physical
measure lives as a basis for projecting persistenceo

Two dimensions of persistence exist: measure persistence
and program persistence (Keating 1991)e The former
focuses on measure Iifetime and operation, while the latter
emphasizes total and net program impacts (Gordon et a1.
1988; Vine 1992). The two dimensions are interrelated in
that prograln persistence includes measure persistence
variables as well as other factors.. Key parameters
affecting the different dimensions of persistence are noted
in Table 3 (based on Misuriello and Hopkins 1992) ..

Pararneters Influencing the Persistence ofEnergy SaVIng.,;
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Recognizing that persistence is a statewide problem, funds
from the utilities are used to address this critical
issue. The research project win: identify current
research in the area of effective measure life and other
peJrSl~;tellce issues; evaluate the feasibility of UUHZU12

conservation program information to
estimate effective conservation measure life; and
develop a panel group evaluation design to follow a group
of current program participants over a number of years~

The New York State Office and the Bonneville
Power Administration (BPA) are also a persist
ence in the residential and commercial sectors.

the New Electric
Northeast and BPA are
measure life in the commercial sector.

The Future~ For the future, the outlook is somewhat
more encouraging for obtaining a more comprehensive
analysis of persistence.. The California Conservation
Inventory Group (CCIG) is conducting a statewide scoping
effort on the persistence of energy savings. The members
of the CCIG include the California Energy Commission,
the California Public Utility Commission, each of the
State's major electrical and gas utilities, the Natural
Resources Defense Council, Lawrence Berkeley Labora
tory, and the California Institute for Energy Efficiency 5

The purpose of CCIG is to collect and analyze statewide
data on the to reduce energy use
conservation ~

Several are available for ~MC~11'il"'1lnA the
ence of energy and win be should be) the
focus of future efforts in this area: measurement and
verification tools; (3)
Opt~raltlOrlS and (4) building commissioning;

..... M>., ..... .It......... and program and (7)
evaluation 1992). In this paper,

hl.Q:nu,ghr the first two stnue'~!le;s.

Studies on lueasure life in the residential sector have
focused on reul0val rates of measures:

measures with the removal rates are
low-flow fluorescent and
door weatnerstr!f)S

Persistence Until recently, there have been few
published studies on the topic of persistence of energy
savings.. The study of persistence is in its infancy because
(1) true impact evaluation research on DSM programs has
recently begun; (2) few programs of the duration
necessary to provide the data required to investigate
persistence have been evaluated; and (3) until recently,
persistence has not been focused upon as an important
issue.. Readers are encouraged to read summaries of some
of the key persistence studies in Vine (1992), Keating
(1991), SRC (1992b), Cohen et aL (1991), and Maketi
(1992). Also, although not focused specifically on
persistence of energy savings, the Family Energy Project
at Michigan State University conducted several phases of
behavioral monitoring during the early and mid 1980's
with the objective of identifying patterns in energy
behavior and factors influencing those patterns (Weihl and
Gladhart 1990). The methods, approach, and results of
this project should be useful for researchers studying the

of energy
behavioral research in general) .. The
recent research are noted below.

(1) Reliance on technical or average service lifetime may
overestimate DSM measure in the
commercial sector where renovations and remodels
occur and where removal or deactivation of
energy conservation measures occurs often

Hickman and Steele 1991; Skumatz et al.
In certain appear to be

more to and turnover:
e.g., restaurant, and warehouse sectors.

Most of the studies that have examined
energy have focused on residential weatheriza-
tion programs low-income and standard ,U.A",",'U.l.lA'vl

in the Pacific Northwest. The limited information on
energy from these studies has shown that
DSM program have not tended to increase
their energy use over it is also true
that the control group of have tended
to lower their energy use over time and Coates
1988 and Ecker As a the
difference in energy use between the group
and group narrows and net is
reduced. preliminary results indicate
that the the of net program

Measurelnent and verification utilities
can be an important tool to examine of
energy savings~ For example, the Central Maine Power

has developed a measurement and verification
reo II1n~s measurement of their energy V.llJl& ..... JIlvJUa'l., 'f

prograills one year after measure installation years
1991, 1992, and 1993) and a second measurement in 1997

199

In January 1992, the Massachusetts of Public
Utilities ordered the Cambridge Electric Company
and the Commonwealth Electric to monitor

annually until a consistent savings level (within
10 %) is maintained for at least two consecutive years in
order to establish confidence that in
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savings win not occur within the intervals (every three
proposed the utilities (Hastie 1992)e

New and/or technologies are also needed for
measuring persistencee A recent report identified viable
research and development opportunities that could improve
capabilities to detennine the energy use and demand
reductions achieved through DSM programs and measures
(Misuriello and Hopkins 1992)e Table 4 identifies these
recommendations, most of which are applicable to the

of persistencee Because of the magnitude of the
effort, coordinated and cooperative research is neededo

Finally, as all these new (and essentiaHy descriptive)
persistence studies begin to identify the durability of
savings as a serious problem plaguing DSM programs
(which they very likely will), DSM implementors win
respond 0 As a result, a new applied area of persistence
research win emerge: evaluating the effectiveness of DSM
program modifications created to enhance program and
measure persistence..

to In today's
environment of increased demand-side activity, the
demands on measurement and evaluation approaches have
often exceeded their capabilities.. In some cases, the

R&D· Reconltnendations for lfnproving. the Analysis of If'r-.Ic;:;e;}/~si"j:teflce•.••·•• •.•••
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capabilities of impact evaluation approaches have been
overpromised, misrepresented, or misunderstood. Many
regulators and utility managers have unrealistic expecta
tions regarding the performance or cost of evaluation
approaches.

There are technical, economic, and practical limits to
measurement. The main factors that limit evaluation are
summarized below.

the net effects of demand-side programs can never
be directly measured, only estimated. DSM impacts are
determined by two factors: the outcome that would have
occurred in the absence of the program, and the outcome
that actually occurred with the program in place. The
latter can be measured, but the former can only be
inferred, using experimental designs and statistical
methods widely accepted by evaluators.

Second, the determination of net impacts of demand-side
activities relies largely on social science approaches. The
impacts of demand-side programs are more than the tech
nological impacts of the measures installed in the
programs--changes due to the behavior of customers and
trade allies must also be assessed. While the technological
impacts of a demand-side measure can be measured

the behavioral and market impacts of technolo
and programs are much more difficult to assess. For

example, the flowrates of showerheads can be measured
and the energy savings estimated using a simple

formula. However, this method does not
consider behavioral factors such as changes in water

or changes in the length or
treQu~~nc~v of showers.

DSM programs live in a dynamic environment
where many are changing over time. With the
IDcrealSlnl£ amount of DSM and associated market

it may become even more difficult to
determine the effects of a particular DSM program. For
example, many customers participate in Inore than one
program, sometimes it difficult to identify true
paJ~UCIPaDts and nOJrlP2Lrtll::;lP;ants.

there are limits to the committnent to and
of evaluation on the part of decision

makers. Decision makers are not always certain of the
value of and therefore do not support it

In addition, as evaluation issues and the
a01JrO,aclles used to address those issues have become more
COJmplleJC, the abilities of decision makers to understand the
issues and approaches has diminished.

Fifth, there are limits to the resources available for
evaluation. It is not clear whether utilities, commissions,

7018 - Kushler at aL

and the public are willing to bear the large costs
associated with troly rigorous impact assessment.

Sixth, there are practical limits to imposing measurement
requirements on program delivery systems and customers.
Program forms, processes, and data collection procedures
are designed primarily for delivering program services,
not for evaluation. In addition, customers generally prefer
minimal contact, and evaluation often increases customer
contact.

The Futuree While these limits exist, evaluators should
not become paralyzed by them. There are methods avail
able to address many evaluation questions adequately, and
new methods (or new applications of existing methods)
are being developed to help address some of the technical
limits.

However, many of these lilnits will remain no matter how
sophisticated the evaluation approaches become. In the
near-term future, there is some risk of friction between
evaluators and evaluation consumers because evaluators
may have occasionally over-sold the current capabilities of
the fieldo In order to avoid misunderstandings and disap
pointments in the future, both parties bear some responsi
bilities. Evaluators need to be forthright about what can
and cannot be achieved, and they should identify and
discuss the limitations of their research. Consumers of
evaluation results need to be wen informed about the
strengths and limitations of evaluation approaches, and
realistic expectations should be maintained. In addition,
decision makers must be prepared to devote the necessary
resources and time for evaluators to address their key
issues and questions.

With Uncertainty 0 Utilities, regulators, and
intervenors are putting strong pressure on evaluators to
ensure that DSM savings estimates are accurate and
reliable. Much of this pressure comes from advocates for
supply-side options (including those within the utilities),
and from ratepayer groups (especially large industrial
intervenors) who are concerned about rate impacts and
want to make sure that the savings from DSM are real,
not ilnagined (Hughes 1991).

Evaluators and decision makers have tended to focus
almost entirely on statistical uncertainty resulting from
sampling error--but this is only one kind of uncertainty.2
The other two main types of uncertainty in DSM evalua
tion are bias and unmeasured assumptions (e.g., discount
rates, measure Iifetimes, etc. ). While the degree of
statistical uncertainty due to sampling error can be
quanti tied using standard statistical techniques, the
uncertainty due to bias or unmeasured assumptions is not



I n,,: IuJeJ in the estilnate of statistical uncertainty.
Appropriate experilnental and quasi-experimental designs
can he used to Ininimize bias. The uncertainty due to
unmeasured variables can be explored using sensitivity
analyses or modeled using probabalistic models.

In the last two years, much effort has been spent on
increasing precision in impact evaluation. Sometimes this
has resulted in a statistically precise estimate of program
impacts that was biased because the sample was not repre
sentative of the population, or because the comparison
group did not consist of a group of customers who were
reasonably comparable to the treatment group. Evaluation
efforts need to be balanced more appropriately between
reducing statistical uncertainty (increasing precision) and
minimizing bias. This is especially important now because
DSM is increasingly seen as an important resource, and
because many utility performance incentives are based on
a single number representing savings or net benefits. If
there is a large amount of bias in the estimate of savings,
the incentive amount provided will be wrong. Even worse,
supply side resources will be built (and not needed) or not
built (and needed).

There has also been much debate about statistical uncer
tainty in the last few years. Some have argued that very
precise results (i.e., +/- 10% precision at a 90% confi
dence level) are necessary, while at the other end of the
spe~ctrum others have stated that evaluation cannot produce
findings that meet that level of statistical precision and that
less precise results (i.e., .+ /- 20 or 30 % precision at an
80 % confidence level) are good enough.

In it would be helpful for evaluators to make the
understanding of statistical uncertainty (confidence and

more intuitive and transparent. One way to
achieve this is to use a high confidence level , 90 %)
COI1Sls:tenlUY and use statistical precision (the confidence

to how uncertain the result is. The
the statistical uncertainty, the wider the confidence

intervaL confidence levels arbitrarily risks
reducing trust and further complicating the issue.

bV4:t.!U4ato:rs should on a level of precision
that is for the decisions that the findings will

Different questions need different levels of
accuracy , are savings there at all, is the program
cost-effective (a threshold issue), resource planning (how
much savings), etc.]. In many cases this will be between
+1- 20 % and /- 30 % precision (at a 90 % confidence

For some programs +/- 30 % precision will be the
best that can be attained with current evaluation
apl0r01aCJleS and funding levels.

Clearly, in order for statistical precision to improve,
evaluation techniques need to be developed that help
explain variability due to other effects besides the
program. Even with such improved techniques, +/- 15 or
20 % precision may be the best that can be achieved
without substantial increases in sample size (and costs).

The Future4> Uncertainty is a normal part of utility
regulation and of life in general--especiaHy when we are
trying to predict what will happen in the future ..
Evaluators need to be concerned with uncertainty
should not be ignored), but not to the point that it
paralyzes them or the decision makers.. Since the many
users of evaluation results have varying levels of expertise
(especially when it comes to statistics), evaluators need to
address uncertainty explicitly, consistently, and in a
manner that builds trust and supports intuitive
understanding ..

Each of the three main types of uncertainty (statistical
uncertainty, bias, and unmeasured assumptions) need to be
considered when planning an evaluation. Any potential
threats to validity need to be explored, and techniques
should be used to minimize their impact on the evaluation.
The effect of any substantial uncertainty remaining should
be explored using sensitivity analyses and other techniques
to document: (1) how the remaining uncertainty affects the
results of the evaluation; and (2) the implications for
future decisions , resource planning) ..

When reporting the findings of an evaluation, it would be
helpful for evaluators to report on aU three types of
uncertainty, and discuss how each type of uncertainty
contributes to the overall uncertainty of the result Ranges
should be used to represent the "real" uncertainty of the
result rather than a single number (if feasible).

Note that while the debate about uncertainty has focused
on the there is substantial uncertainty on the
supply side (e.g., future fuel prices, cost of capital,
regulatory risk, environmental costs, very few operational
combined cycle plants, etc.). The focus in the future
needs to shift more to the overall uncertainty (including
cost) of delivering energy services to customers, rather
than solely on DSM savings versus generating plant
output.

The Role of Process Evaluation" Process evaluations
exatrune the operation of a program to see how wen a
program is being implemented, and they can provide (I)
prompt feedback to help improve program design and
implementation, and (2) important insights that can be
used to interpret findings from impact evaluations.
Process evaluations typically focus on program goals,
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interest in process evaluation as a means to better
understand and improve DSM program performance.

The Profession

If the of DSM evaluation was born at the
begimling of the 1980's, the current period could be
described as its adolescence. This is a period of some
tumult and confusion, with rapid growth and voracious
.... """"".,-,,~.'r"'" -- but some lack of coordination and maturity.

The past decade and a half has been a time of phenomenal
growth and change for the profession of energy program
evaluation. As Eric Hirst (1989) colorfully observed, an
energy evaluation conference in the mid 1970s could have
been "held in a phone booth If. Indeed, it could be argued
that even a decade ago there was no "profession" to speak
of, just a collection of a relatively few individuals that had
happened to evaluate some particular programs.

Today there are hundreds, if not thousands of individuals
employed at some facet of DSM program evaluation. At
least two large professional associations have developed
which include DSM evaluation, and there are three major
national conferences devoted to DSM research and
evaluation. The profession of DSM evaluation has
virtually exploded onto the scene. At this point in the
evolutionary process, it may be wise to pause and take
stock of the current state, and future prospects, of this
boolrung profession.

In an effort to shed some light on future directions, this
paper will focus on three key issues: the growth and
development of DSM evaluation as a 'fprofession"; the
increasing shortage of trained and experienced personnel;
and the potentially worrisome trends in the institutional
location and perspective of DSM evaluation professionals.

Noteworthy positive developments have included the
recognition, at least, that it is time to begin to develop a
coherent identity. Steps in that direction have included the
formation of professional associations: e.g., the Associa
tion of Demand Side Management Professionals (ADSMP)
and the Demand Side Management Society (DSMS) of the
Association of Energy Engineers; as weB as the establish
Inent of several very successful ongoing professional
conferences: e.g., the ACEEE Summer Studies, the Inter
national Energy Program Evaluation Conferences (the
"Chicago" Conferences), and the National Demand-Side
Managelnent Conferences. The growth in the size of the
profession is illustrated by the attendance
figures at these conferences.

The goal of process evaluation is program optimization
through: improvement in implementation efficiency,
assessment of market segments and targeting of specific
segments, improvement in quality of measure instaHati?n,
identification of program-design issues, interim accounting
of program progress through reviews of the program
database, and examination of special issues (e. g., measure
life and program comprehensiveness) (Bronfman and
Peters

history, and activities, and are often based on interviews
with utility program staff, program managers, participants,
and trade allies. The rewarding of financial incentives for

investment in energy efficiency measures has
elevated impact evaluation to a higher level of importance
than before (which had already been considered by many
to be more important than process evaluation). Unfortu
nately, process evaluation has been relegated to a second
order of importance when, in fact, process evaluation can
serve many important objectives which can complement
(not supplement) impact evaluation.

As performance becomes
tied to resource planning and

re~!UI;atH)n, process evaluation win assume more
Im'OOJ~taIICe (HlrOJJlfrrlan and Peters because
many programs are and implemented quickly,

process evaluations will be critical to fine-tune
programs, assess the market and identify market

not reached. because process
evaluations are in the field and because impact
evaluations often do not results for a year or two,
process evaluations will be instrumental in producing early

on program effects and effectiveness: e.g.,
assistance in the program database, the

of program and reporting of
data , the number of

estimated and actual costs, and
the results of process evaluations will need to be

-,&DQ'll'",.n.,ri'aor; in the context of other evaluation so that
the results of different evaluation will
a evaluation.

there is an scenario Wh:e;rf~hV

process to second order status
in the eyes of many, may emerge as a savior of
DSM. 1ne few years have seen a surge of hastily

DSM programs and associated regulatory
incentive followed by mandated impact
evaluations. As the results of these evaluations roll in, and
the achieved aU likelihood) faU short of

there will be a time of great turmoil. In
rUl<1'llrlaoog"'C' there may be a backlash against DSM. The

response, will be a resurgence of
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Like most professions, DSM evaluation has also begun to
grapple with issues of professional conduct, such as
standards and ethics. As of yet, however, there is little
resolution. There have been several flirtations with the
concept of establishing specific standards for evaluation
practice, but the consensus seems to be that while some
general "guidelines" would be helpful, it is premature to
think in terms of accounting-type methodological
"standards" for DSM evaluation. The most recent effort in
this area. is currently being undertaken by a committee at
ADSMP (Peters 1992). (See also the recent Chicago
conference paper by Buller, Quigley, and Miller 1991, for
some useful discussion on this issue.)

natural maturing process of the profession. That win tend
to make evaluation work more stable and controUed -- but
probably less fun.

Personnel Shortage

Anyone working in this area is likely acutely aware of the
shortage of trained and experienced people in the DSM
evaluation field. While this is good news for those selling
their talents, it does create some problems~ These
range from the inability to find personnel for a desired
evaluation project, to the seemingly constant threat of
losing your own good staff to "greener pastures".

Recent research (Hall and Skelton 1991) indicates
likelihood for continuing robust in utility DSM
activities. That, coupled with increasing governmental
attention to environmental issues related to energy,
suggests that one cannot expect much relief from the
"talent gap" anytime soon.

The Future .. On the positive side, efforts are underway
(through the auspices of ADSMP) to operate a
institute" for DSM professionals. That should
additional creative longer-term solutions include
mechanisms such as the establishment of student groups at
universities, the development of academic and
the use of sponsored internships.

However, in the meantinle, there are some ominous
on the horizono Serious questions are raised about
whether the evaluation infrastructure can keep pace with
the skyrocketing demands for its services (Schlegel,
and Kushler 1991). Many of the leading consulting
having very successfully marketed their services, are
becoming stretched to the breaking point in terms of
able to deliver the evaluations already planned. Down-side
risks frOID this range from delays and/or quality dilution
to an epidenuc of coronary attacks , note the career
stress issue addressed in Dethman 1992).
effects on the profession include pressure toward routini
zation of evaluation functions so that they are (a) faster
and (b) able to be performed by staff with less training. In
sum, this is a problem with no quick solution in

A final issue for discussion, which intersects with each of
the preceding two issues, is the striking extent of
tion of energy evaluation professionals from the public to
the private sector that has occurred over the decade.
This is not surprising given the convergence of three
factors: (1) the dramatic reductions in the federal
government role in energy conservation the Reagan

As more parties become involved in the
OVt~rSl1!ht of DSM programs (e.g., through collaboratives)

with little technical knowledge or
""V11"'ll""1l''1IQ>18'''H'~ -- there will be an increasing demand for basic
standards of acceptable evaluation methodology, including

and nlore understandable methods (e.g. , the
methods discussed Keating 1991).

With the higher financial stakes involved in utility DSM
programs (resulting from the increasing implementation of
regulatory incentives), the issue of ethics is beginning to
take more prominence. The concern usually tends to be
that there wiU be pressure on evaluators (typically hired
by the utility) to produce positive results (e.g., see
Hartnett and Kelleher 1991). However, this potential for
influence is by no means unidirectionaL Despite the
progressive pronouncements of a few innovative industry
leaders, many utilities are implementing DSM under
coercion of one type or another -- and some may see their

term interests as being served a negative DSJvl
evaluation result.

the financial stakes surrounding DSM
evaluation will lead to a heightened concern

ethics and , Hall
if there is a major scandal (which is quite

possible the frenetic pace and somewhat haphazard
manner in which incentives are being promulgated).

many areas of utility operation have large
financial stakes ,load fuel purchase
contracts, DSM evaluation is newer; more visible;
more tends to attract the attention of more

and is much more likely to be conducted by
outside contractors have a to be regarded

some as uhired

In the boom market which DSM has experienced, the pro
fession has had the luxury of a kind of free-for-all
ff frontier~f That is to change, both due to
demands from the users of evaluation as well as to the
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administration; (2) the rise of Demand-Side Management
in the utility sector; and (3) the more recent budgetary
woes of the states ..

consulting firms that do most of their work for utilities,
there is a serious risk of a perceived credibility problem
among the other interested parties.

Second is the issue of perspective. Talented people
focusing through the lens of a particular interest
perspective (i.e., the utility sector), however conscientious
and honorable, are going to attend to certain concerns and
needs and neglect others (e.g., societal/governmental/
academic objectives) .. Again, simply put, there are many
legitimate needs (e.g., regulation, R&D, codes and
standards, government programs) that suffer if they cannot
attract and retain the talented professionals necessary to
serve those needs. In the near term, due to the pace of
utility DSM activity, this shortage is particularly acute in
the regulatory sector.

Third is the issue of the ability of the individuals involved
to function collectively as a true profession. For example,
the major energy evaluation conferences (e.g .. , Chicago,
ACEEE) originally tended to be fairly academic in style.
Over time, the orientation has transformed to more of a
profession, and now is edging toward a business trade
showe This has iluplications for things like collegiality and
information sharinge It's one thing to critique a
colleague's paper in an atmosphere of academic and scien.
ti fic interchange. It's another thing when audience and
presenter are direct competitors, and impressions created
about a project might have direct economic implications in
the futuree Similarly, some care is required to keep

l!...i V l~"U""A'UA~~ of aU fields,
an image of

and
if all or most of the top

field work for utilities and/or

All of these factors have resulted in a major shift in the
labor market (resulting from a natural tendency to "go
where the jobs are") .. The extent of this transformation is
illustrated by the analysis of attendees at two of the major
energy evaluation conferences during this time period (see
Table 5).

The shift is most visible in the data from the Chicago
conference, where the combined categories of state/local
government, regulatory and federal (non-lab) attendees
went from 47% in 1984 to 14% in 1990; while the
combined. categories of utility sector and private
consultants went from 25 % to 67 % over the same time
period. The trend was similar, although less pronounced,
at the ACEEE Summer Studies.

First is the issue of 0,ra.rl1"'l1J1~"·t1

has a value

While careful not to cast aspersions upon anyone's
career choices, there are some iluportant reasons why the
collective profession of DSM evaluation ought to be
concerned.

Jn~~UIUUIOn(1lAITlllQl,IOn ofAtten(lees

paJ:11Clpants distributed the respective COIlre:ren,ce~;~
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professional papers and presentations from becoming
marketing vehicles for particular firms, individuals and/or
techniques..

The Future. Until government priorities and budgets tum
around, it is difficult to see when the trend toward "priva
tization" of the energy evaluation function will change.
Given that circumstance, the profession will need to
explore creative mechanisms for sustaining its credibility
(e.g., perhaps a demonstrably independent panel of
experts available to resolve disputes and arbitrate between
parties in contested cases). Similarly, great vigilance will
be required to avoid ethical abuses. (If self-policing proves
ineffective, some type of a more formal mechanism may
evolve.) Finally, it is hoped that forums like the profes
sional associations, national conferences, and professional
journals can be periodic "neutral zones" where collegiality
and scientific interchange can continue to prevail over
more narrow business interests.

Conclusion

This is a time of great expansion and rapid change in the
field of energy evaluation/performance measurement and
associated behavioral research. Given that the importance
of energy efficiency continues to grow--both through
expanding utility DSM activities as well as through a
reinvigorated governmental interest due to issues such as
environmental concerns--the field should continue to see
robust development.

AU this activity is not without its problem areas, of
course 0 As this paper has attempted to describe, there are
a number of emerging concerns, ranging from the need to
make further progress on specific methodological issues
(e.g., persistence, net-to-gross savings estimation, etc.) to
the necessity for maturation (and some introspection) as a

On the whole, however, these are exciting and challenging
times.. Fortunately we can take comfort in that old prin
ciple of Socrates (or was it Berra?): "it's better to be
too than bored. If
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Endnotes

loWe use the term tf gross savings If rather than if total
savings" proposed by Hirst (1991) to describe the
change in consumption and demand for participants.
We believe gross savings is clearer and that total
savings can be misleading and become confused with
program savings. Also note that net savings are not
always a portion of gross savings as Figure 1
suggests; net savings can exceed gross savings when
the general population is increasing consumption or
demand.

2. Measurement error is sometimes included in estimates
of statistical uncertainty.
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